Many questions of control theory are well studied for systems which satisfy to the relative degree definition. If this definition is fulfilled then there exists linear state-space transform reducing system to a very convenient canonical form where zero dynamics is a part of system's equations. Algorithms of such reduction are well-known. However, there exist systems which don't satisfy this definition. Such systems are the subject of investigation in the presented paper. To investigate their properties here we suggest to consider an analogue of the classical relative degree definition -the so-called column-wise relative degree. It turned out that this definition is satisfied in some cases when classical relative degree doesn't exist. We introduce this notion here, investigate it properties and suggest algorithm for reducing systems to the column-wise relative degree compliant form if possible. It is possible to show that systems with column-wise relative degree also can be reduced to a convenient canonical form by a linear state-space transformation. Some problems arise from the fact that some systems which do not have relative degree can be reduced to a form with it using linear inputs or outputs transform. Here we show that this is an interesting mathematical problem, which can be solved with the help of properties of relative degree, formulated and proved in this paper.
Introduction
The notion of zero dynamics (i.e. the dynamics of the system with respect to zero output) plays an important role in control theory. To analyze zero dynamics (i.e. find its specter, dimension and so on) the notion of system's relative degree is usually used. l  i  y  y  )  ,  (  ,  )  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  (  =  ;  |=  |  ;  ,  1,  =  ,  =   |  |  2   2   2  1   1   1   1  1  1 Namely, in the paper [3] it was proved that every controllable and observable third-order system with two inputs and two outputs can be reduced using linear nonsingular output change to a form with relative degree.
It was also proved that in general case this condition does not hold, i.e. there exist systems that cannot be reduced to a form with relative degree using such output change. Let us also give an example of latter system. As it was shown in paper [4] , this system does not have a classical relative degree and cannot be reduced to a form with relative degree using nonsingular linear output change. However, to reduce system (1) to a convenient canonical form it is possible to suggest an alternative method, namely, to consider an analogue of RD by changing rows of C to columns of B -the so-called column-wise RD. We shall discuss this notion in the presented paper.
Column-wise relative degree and it's properties
Let's introduce column-wise RD definition.
-is a vector of column-wise relative degree for system (1), if the following conditions are fulfilled: -column-wise RD for system (1), then this vector appears to be row-wise RD for conjugated system
It is an actual question whether reducibility of system (1) to a form with row-wise RD is equivalent to it's reducibility to a form with column-wise RD ? The answer for this question is negative. Let's turn back to the example (3-4), considered earlier. In it system is unreducable to a form with row-wise RD, but it's column-wise RD exists and is described by the following considerations:
In case of reducibility of system (1) 
Let us consider properties of column-wise RD. First, let us introduce a notion of incomplete (column-wise) relative degree (IRD). (1) k Notice 2. Although it is not mentioned in the statement formulation, the proof is given without loosing generality for systems with ordered IRD vectors. Lets note that after transform procedure described in statement 2 initial system with ordered IRD vector may be reduced to a system with unordered IRD vector.
In this case before repeatedly applying this statement the received system must be reordered by IRD components.
In particular, if system with IRD
(1,1,2) is reduced to a system with RD (1,3,2) one need to understand that this reduction is equivalent to a transform to a system with RD
(1,2,3) from the point of ability to achieve such RD. Here is an example of such system: In the development of step-by-step iterative algorithms it is an actual quesation to find the moment for stopping iterations. If we suppose that some algorithm is looking for basis of inputs in which system would satisfy the definition of relative degree using on each step increasement of some IRD component, it is necessary to have a condition, which guarantees that it is useless to continue the process of increasing IRD components. The answer to this question is given by the following statement concerning the maximum possible value of the RD vector compoment. 
